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President’s Message
Caroline Delisle
Dear WAG members, students, and dog lovers.
2020 was supposed to be a celebration marking
WAG's 20th anniversary. We were instead faced
with a challenging situation. We made it through
with success with everyone's help. I want to thank
all students for their support and cooperation
throughout the year. I also want to thank the
Executive for their work to allow us to have a
season despite the challenging situation. Most of
all, our thanks go to the instructors and their
leader Heather Esdon for their hard work.
Heather truly went above and beyond the call of
duty and did a wonderful job of planning each
session for us all and deserves our sincere
appreciation.
We will unfortunately not be able to wish you
happy holidays in person at our year-end party in
2020. Enjoy the fall session of classes, and take
care of yourselves and your furry companions over
the colder months. We hope to see you again in
2021.
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Heather Esdon
WOW, what a year 2020 has been. No one could have predicted that our 20th Anniversary
year would be like this, never mind the rest of the world.
Even with COVID, it has been a good agility year. We have managed to run two full summer
sessions and one half session in October outside. Our handling and specialty classes are already underway at the arena.
I am proud to be WAG's Head Instructor because of the wonderful instructor team we have.
Thank you cannot be said enough to this team of instructors who have done everything they
can to make this a good agility year. They have taught many classes, come out weekly to set
up courses, moved equipment, picked up bars, opened gates, sanitized their hands, the equipment and the gates on a regular basis. They sat through an instructor meeting in a cold garage in order to place students and set the October schedule. Their love of dogs and the sport
of agility certainly shows through. It has certainly not been a normal WAG year.
I would like to introduce the team to you as you may not have met some of our instructors.
Barb Vincent
Sharon Hobson
Laura Scott
Debbie Davidson
Leslie Murrell-Wright
Claire Sawyer
Sarah McNaught
Martine Guerette
and me, Heather Esdon
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Sharon Hobson—Instructor
Running with our dogs as they race around a course of
jumps, speed down the long lines and zoom around
corners, is one of the great pleasures of agility. Who
hasn’t been amazed at their dog’s speed, and proud of
their athleticism?
But, let’s be honest -- sometimes our egos get in the
way of our better judgement.
As an instructor, I’ve lost count of the number of students who have taken umbrage at my refusal to raise
the bar to a height they deem more appropriate for
their incredibly gifted dogs.
“But he can jump over the couch at home!” is a common response to the low jump height I’ve set. “He
jumps this high in the woods,” one owner of an aged,
overweight dog, told me with a straight face, as she
held her hand at waist height.
Okay. But when he’s jumping over the couch or logs in the woods (even waist high logs), he’s not
being asked to jump 10-20 of them, one after the other, at full speed, with tight turns in between.
So in WAG Beginner classes, he’s not going to jump higher than 8”, and when he reaches Novice, he’ll only get to jump higher if it is safe and advisable for him to do so.
How do we decide whether or not to raise the bar? We consider several things.
First, age. Young dogs will not be allowed to jump their AAC regulation height until they reach
the age of maturity. That’s the age when the growth plates in their bones close. Growth plates
are areas of growing tissue near the ends of the long bones. There is no calcium at that site, so
the area is softer than the surrounding bone and is susceptible to injury. At WAG we determine
the age of maturity based on size:
Small breeds …….. 12-14 months
Medium breeds ….. 14-16 months
Large breeds …….. 18-24 months
At the other end of the scale are older dogs
who have earned the privilege of jumping at
a lower height than their size would dictate.
The AAC has a category for “Veterans” which
is any dog older than 7 years of age. A Veteran can jump at two levels lower than his
regular height. So, for example, a 7 year old
Labrador that has been jumping at 24” could
move down to 16”; a Border Collie that has
jumped 20”, could move to 12”.

Next, is structure. Not all dogs are built alike.
A bulldog may be tall enough to qualify for the
16” jump height under AAC rules, but his very
heavy barrel chest and short legs suggest that
he would struggle to do so. The AAC allows for
such dogs to be categorized as “Special” and
jump one height lower than Regular. So the
bulldog would jump 12” instead of 16”.
Third, physical condition. Extra body weight
means extra stress on a dog’s joints. So a dog
that is overweight will be kept at a lower height. Now this is a particularly touchy issue: no one
likes to be told their dog is fat. But the truth is, many dogs are. And WAG would be irresponsible
to allow an overweight dog to jump his regular height, putting him at risk of severe injury.
How do you know if your dog is overweight? If you can’t see his waist, or if you can’t feel his ribs
without squeezing him in a death grip, he’s overweight. You can ask your instructor if you’re not
sure, and she can also give you some tips for helping him lose weight.
As well, if your dog is coming back from an injury, you need to take things slowly. We’ve had dogs
in class that have had surgeries and they start back with bars on the ground. The owners have
just been happy that their dog is still with them and still able to get around a course. Height will
come as the dog’s muscles get stronger.
Finally – and this can be another touchy area – enthusiasm. Sometimes we instructors see a dog moving slowly
around a course, balking at jumps, sniffing the ground,
and generally looking like he’d rather be anywhere but at
agility class. There can be many reasons for this, but one
of the ways to get the dog enthusiastic again is to lower
the jump height. We need to make it easy and fun for the
dog, not something to struggle with. So if we lower the
jump height and give lots of yummy rewards, we can rekindle the dog’s enthusiasm for this wonderful sport.
So here’s the bottom line: agility is not about jump height,
it’s about working with your dog as a team. The great
agility dog is not the one that can jump 24”, he’s the one
that can understand his owner’s directions, stay focused,
and get around a course quickly and safely.
We want you and your dogs to have fun but most importantly, we want your dog to live a long and healthy life.

Did your family adopt a new dog? Did your dog master a new trick or has she/he
done anything else special you want to share? Send us your story and a photo or
two to wagsecretaryottawa@gmail.com so we can include it in the next
newsletter!

Caroline Delisle
In 2015, I was on a trip through the French
Pyrenees. I drove the sag wagon carrying the
cyclists’ luggage and helped along the route
where needed.

sion on us because, by the time we got to Barcelona, he had a plane ticket on our flight to
Canada and his rabies vaccine to allow him to
fly out. He also now sported the name Arthur
Perpignan, because he was found near the
French town of Perpignan and he looked like
an “Arthur”.
Back in Ottawa, we arranged for Arthur to
meet our beagle Fannie on neutral ground at
her dog sitter. They became friends within seconds. Fannie started zooming around, and Arthur barked for the first time!

June 24th, with supplies for a picnic lunch in
tow, I started down the route that Tom was
taking on his bike. While climbing a very quiet
mountain road, I spotted Tom around a bend.
He was trying to give water to a dog in the
middle of the road. While the dog did not take
any water, my offer of sliced ham was readily
accepted. I could not leave this little guy alone
in the middle of the road, so I put him in the
van, and drove down twisty mountain roads to
find the nearest town.
A veterinarian was found in Le Boulou but the
dog had neither a microchip nor a tattoo. I insisted that the clinic put the word out about a
stray dog and take my number in case they located the owner. Had I known what I know
now, it would have been clear that no one was
coming for him. I left the clinic with the dog
and headed to our hotel.
For days, Arthur slept, ate, and rode in the van
with me but did not do much else and did not
utter a sound. He would let us pet him but
there was no response. His tail was always between his legs. He must have made an impres-

Arthur has most certainly had a rough start in
life. He has taken a while to come out of his
shell. He has faced health issues and is still
scared of loud, sudden noises reminiscent of
gun shots. With encouragement, he has faced
most of his fears and opened up considerably.
He even made it to Novice 2 level in agility.
Although Tom and I are not the romantic
kind, we are convinced that Arthur was put on
our path that day for a reason. He is utterly
adorable and a little angel. It is too bad I cannot take away his past hurts and pains, but he
now has a good life and loves his new house
and family.

Lorraine Kerr
Our move back to the arena took place on November 7th. The real character of being an ”allvolunteer “ club really shines through in this semi-annual move. As always, our volunteers
came out and jumped right in to get the job done. Thank you to a wonderful group for getting all
our equipment back to our winter location in Dunrobin.
As in our spring move, we used staggered pick up times, so social distancing was easier. Masks
were also put to good use when we did cross paths with other volunteers.
Heather and the instructors spent some time on Sunday, making sure everything was in good
order and accessible for the start of the 4 week session ahead. Thanks to the instructor team,
who do SO much!
The field looked rather lonely at the end of Saturday, but we know we will be back!

Christy Vodden
This is what happens when you combine bird watching with dog walking. I was in a lovely forest with
Teddy Binx having a wonderful walk on a beautiful
fall day. Near the parking lot, as we rounded a small
pond, I heard an interesting bird song overhead so
zoomed in with my binoculars. I never did see the
bird, but when I looked back at the previously clean
Teddy, she had somehow gained black stockings.

Want to keep up to date on what’s happening at
WAG? Check us out on Facebook.

Sharon Hobson
I picked up this book because I wanted to know more about predatory motor patterns (prey drive!), but I learned so much more! I
found out about how dogs have evolved from the locally adapted
village scavanger to the hundreds of breeds we have incorporated
into our lives. And I found out why some dogs are suited to be sled
dogs, some dogs are better at being guardians or herders, and
other dogs better at hunting.
We’ve all heard about the “critical periods” in a puppy’s life and
how important they are for determining how the puppy will behave socially as an adult. But the Coppingers explain the nuances
of that development and how it varies amongst breeds.
They point out that “at birth, a puppy has essentially all the brain
cells it is ever going to have” but the brain grows over time as the
connections between the brain cells increase and change. Understanding that, we now put emphasis on giving puppies an
“enriched” environment – opportunities to experience different objects, places, people, and animals.
Fear can turn on at different times in puppies. For some, the fear period may be at 6-8 weeks, but
for others 8-10 weeks. And the onset of fear is important because then new “shapes and sounds
cause avoidance behaviours …. [That is why] Gun-dog trainers expose their pups to gunshots before the puppies grow the ‘fear’ portions of their brains. Shooting guns around puppies for their
first six weeks grows a brain that expects those sounds from the environment. Gunshots become
normal.”
The critical period is the time during which the puppy has the greatest capacity to learn particular
social skills (e.g., dominance, submissive behaviours, social greetings, etc.). But at approximately
16 weeks that social learning window closes and “after that the dog has very poor abilities to develop or change its social skills.” So for a guardian breed (e.g. Maremma sheepdog, Anatolian
Shepherd) who are raised with sheep for the first 16 weeks, “for the rest of its life it treats sheep
as its primary social companions” and doesn’t try to kill them.
In our society, people often choose a dog based on its looks. But this can result in major problems.
“Often the person raising the dog has no idea of the critical period of social development or the
specific requirements necessary to evoke the proper behavior. This results in dogs that have motor
pattern displays not only inappropriate in the household environment but that also can turn into
compulsive behaviours.” Border Collies who have no outlet for their herding skills are especially
prone to this.

This book is chock full of information about the different types of dogs we share our lives with, from
the guardian and herding breeds to sled dogs (an especially interesting chapter!) to the household
dogs to assistance dogs. (The Coppingers’ chapter on Assistance Dogs was revealing. While society
tends to view these dogs as sharing close and caring lives with their owners, the Coppingers take
the unorthodox view that these dogs live highly stressed lives.)
There is so much in this book that I found interesting – did you know that the German Shepherd’s
aggression is tied to their coat colour and shape? Or that livestock guarding dogs don’t protect their
flocks by attacking wolves, but rather by warning the wolf that it is being watched which interrupts its predatory motor pattern? – that I can’t possibly do it justice in this short review. So I urge
anyone wishing to understand their dog’s behaviour on a deeper level to read it. It’s a terrific book.

Heather Esdon

There is always something to do and a need for volunteers, especially in a volunteer club like
WAG. Here are just a few highlights.
Thank you to Wendy Barber who used the time that Anne and Echo were running agility courses
to remove 2 fence posts that were in the middle of our waiting area. Quite the job. She also installed a nice handle on the barrier gate to make it easier to open and close.
Thank you to Debbie Davidson for making our “Welcome to Wag” sign and our “6’ Social Distancing” signs.
Your instructor team, on top of teaching, not only came every week to set up a course for the next
week but they and our equipment manager also did some tree trimming. I consider that above
and beyond. Thank you to the executive members who also assisted with the weekly course set
up.
Thank you to Dave Barham who kept our field cut and trimmed. It is always nice to see the field
setup but it is also nice to walk in on Friday night just after it has been cut and trimmed.
In these very difficult times, I can't thank people enough for the help and support. Working together makes a difference. That is why I am proud to be part
of WAG.

Julie Brousseau
Fred, my 3.5 year old Dalmatian girl, and I have now been taken agility for 2 years. As some of
you know, learning the weaves is a challenge. Fred never really got moving forward in weaves
until recently. As I have learned over the years and instructors have taught me, there is not just
one way to teach a dog new tricks!
At the beginning I led her with treats and my hand then held her in with foot work, the leg and
the hip swishing. Then, I reduced the treats, removed the hand, walked a straight line instead of
looking like I was salsa dancing, kept silent, threw the toy farther in front of the last weave,
moved away, got some distance… I think you all get the idea! All that to say she never really understood that she needed to move forward through the weaves. She would do them as I would
move forward alongside. UNTIL! One day (like two weeks ago) we were practicing, I flicked my
hand forward and pointed to the end of the last pole and she went! WHAT A VICTORY!
Now, I am sure you are asking, why didn’t I do this sooner?
The answer? I don’t know.
It is by all means no one’s fault. My experience
with my Dalmatian has always been trial and
error. Yes I know, some breeds are easier/harder than others. I got lucky I guess? Hahahaha! Apparently, SHE makes ME work
long and hard! Or maybe I’m the stubborn
one?
She is not perfect by all means through the
weaves, but she now moves forward and I can’t
say it enough: WHAT A VICTORY! It was that
day and still is today.
I finally understood what she needed to progress with the weaves. Her photo says it all!

Jill Chapman
In Honour of WAG’s 20th Anniversary I
wanted to share this photo from 18
years ago. This is our dog Jetta running
the dog walk with my daughter Ally,
who is now 23!
Such great memories
with WAG.

It is with great sadness that we announce the passing of a
long time WAG member, John Vincent. John has been a
student of WAG since our club started. John is the husband of Barb, a founding member of the club and one of
our instructors. Our sympathies to the family at this sad
time.

Heather Esdon
Those students who attended the Hotdiggity Dog Obedience for Agility, put on by Sharon Hobson, really enjoyed their classes and learned a lot. We saw so much
progress for a number of the dogs and even some perfection. The feedback was good and the students especially
liked doing the exercises in the agility field.
Thank you, Sharon.
WAG hopes to sponsor more of these classes in the future. Many of the Hotdiggity Dog
classes are very helpful for agility as well as general behaviour.

Lorraine Kerr
This summer I participated in the Hotdiggity Dog
course “Obedience for Agility” with my dog Gala. It was offered on
the WAG field, by Sharon Hobson.
This course, builds on the connection between you and your canine
partner. As the course is called ‘obedience’ you might think it
would focus on the commands used to direct and control your dog
on the field, but Sharon (with help from Heather) worked with
really fun exercises to keep your dog tuned in to you.
The level of training or experience of dog or handler was not important as
Sharon helped us all to work at our own level. Watching other dogs succeed was a pleasure and another way to learn.
This course was made for Gala and I ! Gala is smart and quick… but super
distractible. We both learned and I came away with some new tools for a
better a connection with Gala. It is truly a worthwhile course and I hope
WAG can sponsor it again.
Thank you, Sharon !

Laura Scott
In August Gryffin completed his Novice, Intermediate, Advanced,
and Expert Trick Dog titles. These are offered through Do More
With Your Dog and required video submission of the tricks. Tricks
ranged from easy ones like stay or a nose touch to expert level tricks
like backing up the stairs. Agility skills like jump, tunnel, dog walk
and weaves count towards these titles too. Working on this was a
fun summer quarantine project.

Sandy Black
Katie absolutely loves agility & is very fast. Unfortunately, I
am sooo slow, and have problems with balance on uneven
ground.
In August, I decided to try something new and signed up for a
Trick Dog course with Toni Surko at Fergus & Co. (She is excellent!) The course was one hour a week for 6 weeks.
I thought Katie would stand a pretty good chance at earning her
Novice title and hoped to earn her Intermediate.
Katie graduated in September with her Novice, Intermediate,
Advanced and Expert Trick Dog titles!
I am absolutely positive that Katie flew through all the Trick
Dog levels because she was building on what she had learned at
WAG.
I wanted to send out a special thank you to all of Katie’s wonderful and patient WAG Instructors who introduced us to agility and encouraged us to continue.
Also, kudos to everyone in the WAG family for all their kind and helpful words.

Jill Chapman
Piper enjoys a typical summer day, fishing off the dock,
dock diving, climbing the
dog stairs on the raft and
then a mud bath to top it all
off!

Christy Vodden
Teddy Binx was certainly unimpressed
dressing up for Halloween. She spent all
of three minutes in her costume before
taking it off!

